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when i experimented with the maestro controllers in a
toyota prius, i found that i could not use the controls for the

car's speakers. i could only play the radio station via the
head unit and not the speakers. the maestro controllers can

be used for the most part to control a car's audio system,
but i would not recommend using them for the most

important functions. it is best to use the head unit's controls
for volume and eq and to use the maestro controllers only

for setting the volume. of course, if you can control the
audio system with the maestro controllers, you can control
your media players with the maestro controllers, but i have

found that i have to be careful with this approach since
there are differences between the sound settings on

different media players. the maestro controllers are still
very handy for listening to your car's media players via the

head unit. i have also used the controllers to control my
ipod and iphone with the maestro head unit. but in the end,
i prefer to use the head unit's buttons for volume, eq, and

other controls, so i prefer to use the maestro controllers for
the less important functions of setting the volume and eq.
but before you decide to use the maestro controllers, you

should know that they are not a high-end product. the
device is very simple and does not have much in the way of

storage, so i would keep them around in a drawer or file
cabinet, just in case you ever need them. i have been a

sound artist for a long time and have made many
recordings and live performances in which i used electronics

to create sound. so i have a lot of experience with
electronics. but, i really want to get involved with making

electronic equipment for the music community and
supporting musicians.
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the in-ear is a stereo-in-ear with an integrated 5.0mm
speaker. it uses the same high-quality neodymium magnet
system as the over-ear, combined with special elastomer

housings. compared to other in-ear headphones, the in-ear
is extremely dynamic, providing for a cleaner, more detailed
and exciting sound. it has been designed to efficiently work
together with an open ear environment. it is a high-quality
headphones with high-performance neodymium magnet

systems. the neodymium magnet system is combined with
a t-yoke in the magnet system to optimize the magnetic
field across the moving voice coil to increase the linear

movement of the voice coil and brings the sound
reproduction on a very high-end level. the in-ear is a stereo-
in-ear with an integrated 5.0mm speaker. the drivers have
been tuned and optimized for a detailed sound. the sound

unit is contained within a detachable, sealed, dust and
splash proof, fully weather proof and water-resistant in-ear

housing. it is connected to a high-quality, in-line fader which
is included to control volume. the h-yoke is separated from

the voice coil so it does not influence the sound
reproduction. the ess maestro 2sc es1970s sound dr has
4.2mm x 60db dynamic range from -10db to +10db. the

sound drivers are designed with an integrated high-quality
neodymium magnet system to optimize the magnetic field
for the moving voice coil. the in-ear is a stereo-in-ear with

an integrated 5.0mm speaker. it uses the same high-quality
neodymium magnet system as the over-ear, combined with

special elastomer housings. compared to other in-ear
headphones, the in-ear is extremely dynamic, providing for

a cleaner, more detailed and exciting sound. it has been
designed to efficiently work together with an open ear

environment. a retractable cord keeps your device safe and
secure and is soft on the ears. 5ec8ef588b
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